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abstract: In this article we analyze Robert Browning's and Fernando Pessoa's inter-

pretations and understandings of the concept of drama. Both writers, other than

privileging the dramatic procedure of creation in literature, explored the limits of

literary genres in their attempts to establish themselves as dramatic poets.Through

an analysis of theoretical texts by Browning and Pessoa, we verify the points at

which their conceptions both converge and diverge. To conclude, we discuss the re-

lation of the English writer's dramatic monologues to the heteronymic project.
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1 .

I shall live by forgetting myself. This assertion could be applied to the poetic

projects ofsome of the main exponents of modern poetry. Such an assertion is

founded on impersonality, defined as when the poet expresses the individuality

of other selves, which should not be confused with their own. Accordingly, the

statement that begins this section could also relate to Fernando Pessoa, whose

conception of flight from personality led him to formalizing in heteronymy (or

heteronymism 1
) his detachment from any pretense of unity of the individual.

However, the assertion does not refer to any particular poet of modernity, de-

spite being formulated by one. In fact, it is a verse from the poem “Browning

resuelve ser poeta ”2 (“Browning Decides to be a Poet”) in which the mechanism

oflyrical expression to which the persona ofJorge Luis Borges’s poem aspires is

synthesized: he endeavors to assume the position of different personae in order

to make clear that the voice materialized in the poem does not correspond to the

author’s.

Writers have already begun to explore the affinity between Browning’s and

Pessoa’s writings; they include Adolfo Casais Monteiro 3 and Georg RudolfLind
,

4

as well as Georges Giintert
,

5 based on brief statements made by Jacinto do

Prado Coelho
,

6 who devoted himself to the topic. More recently, George Mon-
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teiro
7 has dedicated a short essay solely to this subject, and Odorico Leal de

Carvalho Junior has provided an analysis in a chapter of his master’s thesis.
8

What has been concluded thus far is that, on the one hand, the bond reflects the

position ofthe Victorian poet as a common precursor ofPessoa and the genera-

tion ofEliot, Pound, and Yeats, which is also characterized by the systematic use

of literary masks as a means to problematize the authorial stance. On the other

hand, this affinity highlights a specific element in the two writers’ relation to

one another: the fact that both Browning and Pessoa, besides favoring the dra-

matic procedure of literary creation, aimed at establishing themselves as dra-

matic poets. But what does this designation mean? What concept ofdrama does

it mobilize? With this in mind, the purpose ofthis essay is to analyze the notion

of drama fostered by the two writers by verifying its ramifications in Pessoa’s

theoretic horizon—bearing in mind that the Portuguese poet used Browning’s

work as one ofhis references. We will thus try to offer a closer view ofthe adjec-

tive dramatic as used by Pessoa, as well as the way in which he characterized

himself: “sou um poeta dramatico” (I’m a dramatic poet).
9

2 .

In the introduction to the Poetical Works ofRobert Browning, ofwhich Pessoa pos-

sessed a copy, Charles Forward notes that the dramatic element is almost always

predominant in his poems. 10 Not only did Browning’s contemporaries share a

similar opinion, but the author himselfalso suggested this, as indicated in the

publication of his second book, Paracelsus (1835). The time period when this

book was published aligned with Browning’s initial emphasis on the presence

of the dramatic element in the structure of his work. Here, the adjective does

not define what concerns the most current concept ofdrama (a dramaturgic text

to be staged); it is seen rather as a principle guiding literary creation. Taking

this into account, it is crucial to make a further examination of the aspects of

this notion by focusing on the concise preface accompanying the first edition

of the text.

Initially, Browning anticipates the possible restrictions to which Paracelsus

could be subject as a result of the peculiar notion ofdrama it bears: “I am anx-

ious that the reader should not, at the very outset—mistaking my performance

for one ofa class with which it has nothing in common—judge it by principles

on which it was never moulded.” 11 There is a reason for such a disclaimer. Ap-

parently, the text preserves a rather traditional dramaturgical structure, especially
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with its presentation consisting of five parts that could be related to the acts of

a Shakespearean tragedy. As Browning explains shortly thereafter, the work

constitutes “an attempt [. . .] to reverse the method usually adopted by writers

[...]; instead ofhaving recourse to an external machinery ofincidents to create

and evolve the crisis I desire to produce, I have ventured to display somewhat

minutely the mood itself in its rise and progress.” 12

In other words, Paracelsus does not refuse the fundamental principle ofdrama

—

the action—but rather dislocates it: no longer a product of external events, the

conflict arises from previous tensions whose development and explosion are

expressed by the characters through speech rather than actions. As we shall see,

Pessoa’s static theater dialogues with this dramatic model.

So far, the fundamentally lyrical conception of theater is clear. The problem

is that, according to Browning’s assertions, we do not necessarily have a play

before our eyes: “I have endeavoured to write a poem, not a drama”; nor would

it be a dramatic poem in the sense of a drama in verses to be staged: “I do not

very well understand what is called a Dramatic Poem.” 13
In spite of the external

appearance and even the text dynamics, far from the standard dramaturgical

model without denying it as a whole, Browning conceives Paracelsus solely as a

poem. It is possible to see some arbitrariness in this procedure, which is thought

of, above all, as a strategy to depart from the tradition ofa genre and, therefore,

liberate the poet from observing certain principles inherent in it. Curiously, the

theoretical assumptions to which the writer alludes fail to contradict the current

ideas in Europe during the first decades ofthe nineteenth century.

Clyde de L. Ryals
14 argues that the philosophical empirical tradition, appeal-

ing to causality during investigations ofmoral and physical phenomena, changed

the way dramatic action was conceived. When the absolute nature of external

events was questioned, the relation between the action and character came to be

inverted: the first element ceases to embody the second and thus becomes sub-

ject to it. In other words, the action, although not negated, is seen as deprived of

meaning when the mental states that prompted it are not considered. As stated

by John Henry Newman in 1829, “The action then will be more justly viewed as

the vehicle for introducing the personages of the drama, than as the principal

object of the poet’s art; it is not in the plot, but in the characters, sentiments,

and diction, that the actual merit and poetry ofthe composition are found.” 15

Although Browning feared Paracelsus would be misunderstood, the play was

well received. John Forster published his extensive review, “Evidences ofa New
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Genius for Dramatic Poetry,”
16 and the renowned actor William Charles Mac-

ready was soon in touch with the writer, encouraging him to devote himself to

drama. The fact that Macready assumed management ofCovent Garden in 1837

was a key event that motivated Browning to write his first play in the strict sense

ofthe term, Strafford: A Tragedy, which would be staged in that theater.

The first edition of this play was also accompanied by a briefpreface, whose

beginning inverts the previous premise: “I had for some time been engaged in a

Poem of a very different nature, when induced to make the present attempt.” 17

Even though Strafford assumes the form ofa drama to be staged, Browning once

again establishes the strategy ofrelativizing the tradition ofa genre. Ifin Paracel-

sus the reader is confronted with a text that resembles a play but is, in fact, a

poem, the situation now involves an actual play that wishes to be understood

also as a poem. Thus, a decrease in boundaries between the genres is produced,

and was fully attained in Dramatic Lyrics (1842). This experiment was foreseen, in

a way, when Browning anticipated the failure of his first foray into theater:

“While a trifling success would much gratify, failure will not wholly discourage

me from another effort: experience is to come, and earnest endeavours may yet

remove many disadvantages.” 18

In fact, Strajford was very far from the success the playwright originally de-

sired, as the play saw only five presentations. Despite the existing affinity between

Browning’s dramatic conception and those of his contemporaries, the play’s

failure revealed the distinguishing characteristic of the author’s work: the em-

phasis on the development of a soul19 that weakened the plot beyond the pub-

lic’s acceptable limit. Regardless of the diminished nature of the action, the

lyrical intensity, a focal point ofactors and playwrights when creating a charac-

ter, still presupposed the construction of the plot. This is highlighted by James

Patton McCormick, when contrasting Browning’s next experience in the the-

ater, with specific regard to King Victor and King Charles (1842), and to successful

plays such as Richelieu (1839), by Edward Bulwer-Lytton. McCormick notes in this

contrasting analysis that what separates Browning from his contemporaries is

thatBulwer-Lytton’s work is characterized by “misplaced letters, mistaken iden-

tities, the cloak-and-dagger intrigue ofcourtiers trying to usurp the throne, and

several subplots involving romantic love surging violently across the stage.”
20

Regarding Browning’s work, this series ofintrigues is never fully accomplished

onstage, but is rather symbolically present in the scenes throughout the play,

suggested by the narration of the characters. This often results in the audience
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members’ displeasure, because they are unable to see the characters’ intense

mental action reflected in physical action, such as with fights involving guns,

for example.

Browning owes most of his failure as a popular playwright to these factors.

Let us hold back, however, one last aspect of the preface to Strafford, which dia-

logues more clearly with the purpose achieved in his book Dramatic Lyrics: the

idea that this play would be one of “Action in Character rather than Character in

Action.”
21 The notion of soul-in-development pervades a great deal of Brown-

ing’s literary efforts. This is most evident in the body of poems he would later

gather for Dramatic Lyrics, in which the introduction reads, “Such Poems as the

majority in this volume might also come properly enough, I suppose, under the

head of ‘Dramatic Pieces’; being, though often Lyric in expression, always Dra-

matic in principle, and so many utterances of so many imaginary persons, not

mine.”22

By convention, readers are accustomed to referring to these poems as dra-

matic monologues. But the author himself, in fact, never actually used that term;

nor did he adhere to the generic designation of“dramatic lyrics,” as can be seen

from the following titles: Dramatic Romances (1845), Men and Women (1855), and

Dramatis Personae (1864). The expression is, thus, a critical category, used not

because of its previous theorization by the poet, but as a result of the clarifying

power it grants to the reading ofthose poems. There is no consensus as to what

effectively constitutes these texts that unite lyrical and dramatic elements; there-

fore, it is necessary to accurately determine the conception of dramatic mono-

logue. Because our purpose is not to set critical parameters for its understand-

ing, we will discuss some fundamental characteristics ofthe form by comparing

the poetics of Browning and Pessoa. But first, we will analyze the question of

“drama” as it is developed in the work ofPessoa.

3 ‘

There are several allusions to the dramatic element ofPessoa’s poetry in his let-

ters and critical-theoretical texts, as well as in his “Tabua bibliografica” (Bibli-

ographical table), published in 1928, which allows for the elucidation of spe-

cific aspects ofhis notion ofdrama. Regarding his letters, three are noteworthy:

in the first, Pessoa mentions to Armando Cortes-Rodrigues the “proposito de

langar pseudonimamente a obra Caeiro-Reis-Campos,” whose speech “e sen-

tido na pessoa de outro; e escrito dramaticamente, mas e sincero [. . .] como e
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i

sincero o que diz o Rei Lear, que nao e Shakespeare, mas uma criagao dele .” 23 In

a different letter to Joao Gaspar Simoes, Pessoa clarifies: “O ponto central da

i minha personalidade como artista e que sou um poeta dramatico; tenho, conti-

nuamente, em tudo quanto escrevo, a exaltagao mtima do poeta e a despersona-

lizagao do dramaturgo” (The central point ofmy personality as an artist is that I’m

a dramatic poet; in everything I write, I always have the poet’s inner exaltation

i

and the playwright’s depersonalization ).
24

Finally, the poet declares to Adolfo

Casais Monteiro, “O que sou essencialmente—por tras das mascaras involunta-

rias do poeta, do raciocinador e do que mais haja—e dramaturgo” (What I am

essentially—behind the involuntary masks of poet, logical reasoner and so

forth—is a dramatist).
25

Besides these three, another letter is equally relevant, written to Francisco

Costa. In it, Pessoa states his belief that both men share the same aesthetic

criterion:

Pouco importa que sintamos o que exprimimos; basta que, tendo-o pen-

sado, saibamos fingir bem te-lo sentido.

Nao e Shakespeare, talvez, o maior poeta de todos os tempos [. . .] mas e

o maior expressor que houve no mundo, o mais insincero de quantos poetas

tern havido, sendo por isso mesmo que exprimia com igual relevo todos os

modos de ser e de sentir [. . .]

Para mim, pois, a arte e essencialmente dramatica, e o maior artista sera

aquele que, na arte que professa—porque em todas as artes, condicionado isto

pela “materia” delas, se podem fazer dramas, isto e, sentir dramaticamente

—

mais intensa—profusa e complexamente viver tudo quanto nao e ele, isto e,

que mais intensa, profusa—e complexamente exprimir tudo quanto em ver-

dade nao sente, ou, em outras palavras, sente apenas para exprimir.

26

What is presented here is the characteristic Pessoan idea that, in art, express-

ing a sentiment is not equivalent to feeling it. In art, the sentiment is thought

ofand then pretended—that is, it is felt by means of imagination. Therefore, it

is no surprise that Pessoa highlights Shakespeare as “o mais insincero de quan-

tos poetas tern havido.” This sincerity he claims for the poetic craft is aesthetic

and not factual. It is also important to note the assertion that “a arte e essen-

cialmente dramatica,” in the sense that in any sort of artistic manifestation, it

is possible to write dramas, even though they are not shaped as a dramaturgical

text. This is because, according to this notion, writing dramas is fundamentally
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equivalent to feeling in a dramatic way; that is, it is far from any sentiment origi-

nating from the empirical “I.”

In this letter, Pessoa not only presents a particular conception ofartistic cre-

ation, but also foregrounds a criterion ofobjective value, established in the allu-

sion to Shakespeare. In offering such a conception, Pessoa occasionally defines

the sort of poetry he writes in those texts that attempt to theorize literary cre-

ation. This is the case of two distinct texts whose titles have been ascribed by

their editors after the arrangement of the book in which they appear: “Os het-

erdnimos e os graus de lirismo” (“The Heteronyms and the Grades ofLyricism”)

(undated) and “Os graus da poesia lirica” (“The Grades ofLyrical Poetry”) (pos-

sibly from 1930). In both texts, the fluidity between lyrical and dramatic poetry

is examined by listing the successive degrees of depersonalization required for

the full transition from the first to the second. Following this reasoning, such

“desdobramentos de personalidade ou, antes, invengoes de personalidades di-

ferentes”
27 would allow the poet to be “varios poetas, um poeta dramatico es-

crevendo em poesia lirica.” This would lead to “poesia dramatica, sem, todavia,

se lhe dar a forma do drama, nem explfcita nem implicitamente.”28 Later, Pessoa

speculates: “Suponhamos que um supremo despersonalizado como Shakes-

peare, em vez de criar o personagem de Hamlet como parte de um drama, 0 criava

como simples personagem, sem drama. Teria escrito, por assim dizer, um

drama de uma so personagem, um monologo prolongado e anahtico. (Let us

suppose that a supremely depersonalized writer such as Shakespeare, instead of

creating the character of Hamlet as part of a play, had actually created him as

simply a character without a play. He would have written, so to speak, a one-

character play, a prolonged analytic monologue.) Nao seria legitimo ir buscar a

esse personagem uma definigao dos sentimentos e dos pensamentos de Shakes-

peare, a nao ser que o personagem fosse falhado, porque 0 mau dramaturgo e o

que se revela.”
29

Even though Pessoa’s ideas regarding drama and the dramatic develop in

more than one direction, the specific creation ofcharacters deserves a privileged

place. This is synthesized in a fragment composed of only two sentences: “O

romance e uma explicagao dum caracter; 0 drama e apenas a criagao dele.”30

This definition, however, does not dismiss the development ofthe action nor the

building of the plot, for in another text Pessoa would consider inadequate the

“introdugao em um drama de uma cena em que, por grande que seja a forga ou

a graga propria, a acgao para ou nao progride, ou, o que e pior, se atrasa.”
31 The
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several fragments that constitute his unfinished “Ensaio sobre o drama” (“Essay

on Drama”) distinguish the foundation ofthe dramaturgical text within the har-

mony between the three elements of character, action, and plot: “Toda a obra

dramatica, no seu conjuncto organico, se compoe de trez partes: a psychologia

das personagens; a psychologia da sua interacgao, e a construc^ao do enredo,

por meio, e atravez, da qual essa interac^ao se produz.” 32

These ideas, however, do not correspond to the ideas Pessoa put into effect.

When he claims, to Casais Monteiro, that he is essentially a playwright, this

designation refers to the poet, the creator of heteronyms, rather than the artist

behind a play such as 0 Marinheiro. In fact, Pessoa’s concept ofdrama is so ahead

of the conventions of the genre that Teresa Rita Lopes, when referring to the

writer’s relations with symbolist drama, notes that Pessoa tried to distance him-

self from traditional notions of theater and dramaturgy by committing himself

to the creation of a new drama—free, in its structure, from the characteristics

common to the dramatic genre. 33 Lopes emphasizes that, regardless ofthe con-

nection with that movement, 0 Marinheiro (The Sailor) presents greater formal

and psychological refinement than do the plays written by Maeterlinck in this

period. Nonetheless, Lopes points out that it is in Pessoa’s heteronymic work

that his dramatic genius is manifest, not only expressing detachment, but also

overcoming the symbolist model. In other words, in Pessoa’s work, drama is

performed in full “outside” drama. In this sense, the following Pessoan state-

ments are revealing: “Alvaro de Campos e o personagem de uma pega; o que

falta e a pe$a”; 34 “Fagamos de conta, ao escrever versos, que estamos escre-

vendo uma pe^a.” 35

Certainly, in his future work, Pessoa assigned a prominent place to drama

itself. 0 Marinheiro, the only play he finished, highlights the level ofimportance

that the accomplishment of such an extensive theatrical work would assume

in his artistic-literary projects. Were this not true, it would make no sense that,

almost two decades after publishing the work, Pessoa would see it as “sujeito a

emendas”;36 nor would the poet have engaged in writing tens of other dramas

if he did not aspire to become a playwright who disrupts the logic of drama

“inside” the drama and who, through the creation of heteronyms, redesigns it

beyond the drama. Thus, Pessoa’s work relativizes the categories “playwright”

and “dramatic poet,” because he desired both the creation of drama outside

drama (the heteronymic and ortonymic production) and the composition of

dramas that, being dramas strictly speaking, are not attached to the main con-
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ventions of the genre (the action is practically nonexistent, and empty dialogue

occurs between characters of little or no distinction).

Here, the paradox is designed as syllabus: the theater ofpoetry, the poetry of

theater; the play whose features are more lyrical than dramatic, the poem whose

features are more dramatic than lyrical. Pessoa’s ideal of poetic creation, in

which the notion of drama is refracted, is guided by a purpose of conjunction

based on both the overcoming ofclear boundaries between lyrical and dramatic

genres and the certainty of the impossibility of giving birth to works perfectly

adjusted to the tradition ofa genre.37

4 -

Pessoa makes specific references to Browning in his prose. For example, in “A

nova poesia portuguesa sociologicamente considerada” (1912), the Victorian

poet integrates, along similar lines with Coleridge and Shelley, the group of

“figuras que, sem serem supremas, sao [. . .] grandes indiscutivelmente.” 38

Around 1916, when proposing the edition ofan anthology ofPortuguese “sensa-

tionist” poetry to an English publisher, Pessoa initially mentions Browning: “Sup-

pose English romanticism had, instead of retrograding to the Tennysonian-

Rossetti-Browning level, progressed right onward from Shelley [. . .].” Shortly

after this, the “Elegy” of Teixeira de Pascoaes is presented as “certainly tran-

scend [ing] Browning’s ‘Last Ride Together’ as a love-poem.” 39 Another unflat-

tering opinion emerges in a recently published note: “Browning parece pensar

em voz alta sem ter mais de poeta do que obter rimas.”40 A reference also ap-

pears in a letter to Joao de Castro Osorio (then director ofLusitania Editora), in

which Pessoa offers to translate, among many other authors’ poems, the “most

important poems” ofRobert Browning. 41 Although Pessoa claims these trans-

lations are in an advanced stage of development, one finds in his files, among

several lists ofEnglish anthologies, merely a list offive ofhis poems42
as well as

some sketches of“The Pied Piper ofHamelin.” Arnaldo Saraiva argues, however,

that Pessoa would also have been responsible for the anonymous translation of

“Up at a villa—down in the city” present in the twentieth volume of Biblioteca

international de obras celebres.
43

The most significant allusion to Browning is found in a text already men-

tioned, “Os graus da poesia lfrica,” in which the degrees oflyric poetry are listed.

There, Pessoa elaborates a literary axiology guided by the criterion ofdeperson-

alization. Examples in English perpetually recur, and the author asserts that the
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first degree is characterized by “aquele em que o poeta, de temperamento in-

tenso e emotivo, exprime espontanea ou refletidamente esse temperamento e

essas emogoes” (the one in which the poet, of intense and emotive tempera-

ment, expresses spontaneously or reflectively that temperament and those emo-

tions); this is the “tipo mais vulgar do poeta lirico [. . .] e o seus poemas giram

em torno de determinado numero, em geral pequeno, de emogoes .”44 A range

ofthemes and emotions distinguishes the poet belonging to the second degree,

who is still close to the previous one. Despite this specific characterization, the

poet ofthe second degree does not necessarily express how to feel the emotions

evoked by the work; Swinburne would represent this category ofpoet.

Browning arises as the preeminent example of the third-degree poet, in

which the depersonalization is already foreseen to the extent that the emotions

represented in the poem have their origin in what the poet feels “nao ja porque

sente, mas porque pensa que sente” (no longer because he does feel, but be-

cause he thinks he feels). In other words, the poet feels with the imagination,

not with the heart. This idea, which aligns with the one Pessoa presented to

Francisco Costa, places the drama beyond the dramaturgical structure, propel-

ling the following action: “Estamos na antecamara da poesia dramatica, na sua

essencia mtima. O temperamento do poeta, seja qual for, esta dissolvido pela

inteligencia. A sua obra sera unificada so pelo estilo, ultimo reduto da sua uni-

dade espiritual, da sua coexistencia consigo mesmo. Assim e Tennyson, escre-

vendo por igual ‘Ulysses’ e ‘The Lady of Shalott,’ assim, e mais, e Browning,

escrevendo o que chamou ‘poemas dramaticos,’ que nao sao dialogados, mas

monologos revelando almas diversas, com que o poeta nao tern identidade, nao

a pretende ter e muitas vezes nao a quer ter.” (We are in the antechamber of

dramatic poetry, in its essential intimacy. The poet’s temperament, whatever

one it is, is dissolved by intelligence. His work will have only the unity of style,

the final residue of his spiritual unity, of his coexistence with himself. Thus

Tennyson, writing both “Ulysses” and “The Lady ofShalott,” and even more so,

Browning, writing what he called “dramatic poems,” which are not dialogic,

but monologues revealing diverse souls with whom the poet neither identifies

nor pretends to and many times has no desire to so identify.)
45

In these statements by Pessoa, only his reference to poems that include no

dialogue must be corrected. In the poem “In a Gondola,” for example, pre-

sented in Dramatic Lyrics, voices of a man and a woman alternate and perform a

brief, yet tragic love scene. By contrast, in the poem “In a Balcony,” published in
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Men and Women, the dialogic structure is built in terms that truly resemble a dra-

maturgical text, presenting not only three characters—Norbert, Constance, and

the Queen—but also a love triangle that allows the conflicts among them to

develop. This is maintained throughout the nearly 1,000 verses that constitute

the text.

When contemplating the fourth degree, “muito mais raro” (a much rarer

thing),
46

in which the poet is fully depersonalized, Pessoa mentions Browning

once again. However, Pessoa does not necessarily place Browning in the highest

rank, because that is reserved for Shakespeare. The fourth-degree poet not only

uses the intellect to feel emotions that he does not have, but is also capable of

living them—an ability that, in many cases, leads to

poesia dramatica, propriamente dita, como fez Shakespeare, poeta substan-

cialmente lirico erguido a dramatico pelo espantoso grau de despersonal-

izagao que atingiu [as did Shakespeare, substantially a lyric poet raised to the

dramatic level by the astonishing degree of depersonalization he attained].

Num ou noutro caso continuara sendo, embora dramaticamente, poeta lirico.

E esse o caso de Browning, etc. (ut supra) Nem ja o estilo define a unidade do

homem: so o que no estilo ha de intelectual a denota. Assim e em Shake-

speare, em quern o relevo inesperado da frase, a sutileza e a complexidade do

dizer, sao a unica coisa que aproxima o falar de Hamlet do do Rei Lear, o de

Falstaffdo de Lady Macbeth. E assim e Browning atraves dos Men and Women

e dos Dramatic Poems. [No longer does style itself define the unity ofthe man,

but only what the style possesses of intellect. That’s how it is with Shake-

speare, in which the unexpected exaltation of phrase, the subtlety and com-

plexity of expression, are the only things that link Hamlet’s speech with that

ofKing Lear, Falstaff’s with Lady Macbeth’s. The same is true ofBrowning’s

Men and Women and his Dramatic Poems.]

The fact that Browning is present in both the third (in which the poet

“comega a despersonalizar-se” [begins to depersonalizate himself]) and the

fourth degree (in which the poet “entra em plena despersonalizagao” [becomes

completely depersonalized])
47 exposes the inconsistency of the system Pessoa

proposed. Even though the high ranking assigned to Shakespeare indicates the

supremacy of the fourth degree over the third, it is clear that the determining

factor in this fourth degree concerns both: “Num ou noutro caso continuara sendo,

embora dramaticamente, poeta lirico” (emphasis added).
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The theoretical inconsistency ofthis unfinished text, so to speak, can be con-

firmed even in the following and last degree. Although the fifth degree is not

clearly distinguished from the previous degree, the poet, alien to the dramatur-

gical structure, endeavors a slight tip in the scale of depersonalization: “Certos

estados de alma, pensados e nao sentidos, sentidos imaginativamente e por isso

vividos, tenderao a definir para ele uma pessoa ficticia que os sentisse sincera-

mente” (Certain states of soul, intellectualized but not felt, felt imaginatively

and therefore lived, tend to define for him a fictitious person who feels them

sincerely).
48 Other than this distinct last sentence, the others refer to the quality

described in the previous degree (the states of the soul, felt by imagination, are

vivid to the poet).

Pessoa had already related Shakespeare to Browning. In another recently pub-

lished text, Pessoa compares them: “Shakespeare e apenas um grande artista

porque e um grande poeta; [...]; nos modernos da-se a dissocia^ao: ou sao,

como Browning, grande poetas sem ser grandes artistas .”49 Nevertheless, in

“Impermanence,” Pessoa praises the ability to create imaginary characters pos-

sibly assimilated by Browning from Shakespeare: “We see the same care for uni-

versal men in Shakespeare, who penetrates their natures and their waking souls,

[. . .] and in Browning, who penetrates their separate types.”
50

In the same essay,

however, Pessoa does not refrain from predicting the poet’s future oblivion:

“Browning, Byron will disappear altogether, even, perhaps, to the very names .” 51

In a way, Pessoa himself was responsible for the disappearance of Brown-

ing’s work. In “Os heterdnimos e os graus de lirismo” (“The Heteronyms and the

Grades ofLyricism”), a text related to “Os graus da poesia lirica” (“The Grades

of Lyrical Poetry”), the Portuguese poet clearly elects Shakespeare as a sort of

harbinger in relation to the purpose of creating poems that would constitute a

“drama de uma so personagem, um monologo prolongado e analitico” (a one-

character play—a prolonged analytic monologue).
52 This time, however, there

is no mention ofBrowning, and this did not go unnoticed by George Monteiro:

“Oddly, Pessoa fails to mention the one poet—Robert Browning—who had done

exactly, over and again, what Shakespeare had not done, that is, create single-

character ‘plays.’ Browning’s creations could be seen—and they probably should

be—as the immediate predecessors for Pessoa’s heteronymic creations .” 53

In fact, there are affinities between Pessoa’s and Browning’s poetic projects:

both poets were committed to developing a conception of drama that disman-

tled boundaries between genres. This specific development ofdrama thus caused
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dramatic poetry to acquire other features besides the “vulgar or more obvious

form of drama—scene & dialogue .” 54 In this process, in which the two poets

elaborated strategies to relativize the tradition of a specific literary genre, in-

venting souls was chosen as the privileged way of expression and, therefore,

emphasized dramatic monologue.

The use ofthis form ofdrama can be identified in hundreds oftexts through-

out literary history, since, at least, Ancient Greece—hence Pessoa’s discovery

of “poesia lirica posta na boca de diversos personagens ” 55
in Aeschylus’s dra-

mas .

56
Specifically concerning the English-speaking tradition, we can refer to

this form’s beginnings, in poems such as The Wanderer and The Sea/arer, and even

in the versified stories of The Canterbury Tales by Chaucer.

57 Thus, in a broader

sense, the soliloquies in Shakespeare’s plays can be likewise understood as dra-

matic monologues, a notion also suggested by Pessoa when he imagined the

hypothetical creation ofHamlet as a “simples personagem, sem drama” (simply

a character without a play) and speculated that Shakespeare would have written

“um drama de uma so personagem, um monologo prolongado e analitico .” 58

Studies on the genre of dramatic monologue normally tend to consider

Browning’s poems as a reference. This is because in his poems, the lyric form is

established as self-sufficient and no longer associated with a greater dramatic

or narrative context. The principle ofdramatic monologue is then set as a tech-

nique that allows for the formalization ofthe discourse ofan individual charac-

ter. However, this character is then made alien to the poet, by addressing one or

more people (occasionally itself). Therefore, one finds a moment ofcommuni-

cation encapsulated in the text in which the reader has access to a scene that,

although independent of a broader context, does not refrain from assuming

that context, and thus offers a universe ofsuggestions from which the “state of

soul” of that subject, in Pessoa’s terms, is designed.

Through the multiplicity ofsubjects that arise from Browning’s monologues,

which cover a wide range ofthemes and epochs, Browning satisfies the longing

for totality already seen in his previous works. Such is the case in Pauline, his

first published poem, in which the speaker claims to himself “a centre to all

things, / Most potent to create, and rule, and call / Upon all things to minister

to it; / And to a principle of restlessness / Which would be all, have, see, know,

taste, feel, all—/ This is myself.” 59 In Paracelsus, in the moment when the title

character asks Aprille to “ [t] ell me what thou wouldst be, and what I am,” she
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answers him with a lengthy exaltation of the “eternal, infinite love,” in which

the desire “to perfect and consummate all” is prominent .

60

Thus, the many literary masks created by Browning lead the reader through a

universe of historical periods as distinct as the Italian Renaissance (“Fra Lippo

Lippi”), the English Civil War (“Cavalier Tunes”) or the fights for independence

in Algeria (“Through the Metidja to Abd-el-Kadr”). Browning mobilizes myths

of Ancient Greece (“Artemis Prologizes”) and folk tales (“The Pied Piper of

Hamelin”); and involves monks (“Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister”), noble-

men (“My Last Duchess”), soldiers (“Incident of the French Camp”), and other

poets as well (“Rabbi Ben Ezra”).

The reader familiar with Pessoa will be able to recognize, in this wide range

of characters, the foreshadowing of the notion “sentir tudo de todas as manei-

ras” (to feel everything in every way) discussed by the Portuguese poet. This is

not only seen in the words he ascribed to Alvaro de Campos, according to the

text signed in his own name, in which he argues to “[a]bolir o dogma da per-

sonalidade: cada um de nos deve ser muitos .”61 George Monteiro even identifies

in the Pessoan formulation, “um drama em gente, em vez de em actos” (a drama

in people, instead of acts ),
62 an echo of the expression used in the preface to

Strafford: “Action in Character rather than Character in Action.” This suggests

the indebtedness ofthe heteronymic project to Browning’s work.

Despite his speculation about the presence of Browning’s dramatic mono-

logues in the creation ofPessoa’s heteronyms, Monteiro emphasizes the element

that distinguishes Pessoa from Browning: Pessoa’s characters are writers and,

therefore, able to create the poems wherein they will be known. Something sim-

ilar can be stated regarding Shakespeare’s characters, obviously not outlined as

writers, but whose precedence Pessoa claims when he “erases” the reference to

Browning in his text on the heteronyms and the degrees of poetry. Although

Shakespeare’s soliloquies can be read as autonomous poems, they were not

written with the intention of being categorized as such: far from being con-

ceived as self-centered forms, they guide the action in the play in which they are

implemented, presenting a less lyrical purpose than a dramatic one. Browning’s

poems, in turn, despite functioning as independent plays, refer to the circum-

stance wherein they originated and from which it is possible to reconstruct the

broader scene in which they are placed. In Pessoa’s poetry, however, it is the

poem itself that configures the scene.
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Pessoa’s poetic project also exhibits particular differences in comparison to

Browning’s. Regarding the position in which the two poets endeavored to situ-

ate themselves within the universe they had created, Browning alluded to his

dramatic poems as “performances,” that is, plays in which he himself would

have been the actor.

63 Pessoa, on the other hand, by involving his own name in

the context of heteronymy, did not seek to maintain his distance from it, but

rather to mingle himselfwithin it, shaping a literary mask with the same physi-

ognomy ofthe empirical “I.”

By radicalizing the procedures ofBrowning’s monologues when creating the

heteronyms, Pessoa distanced himselffrom one ofthe models that possibly in-

spired him. It is curious, however, that he comes close to this model in Mensagem,

exactly the work that, in its appearance, is so distinct from heteronymy, thus

demonstrating the true length ofthe axis ofcomparison between the two poets.

Mensagem is a rather epic work—whether for its prophetic or messianic tone or

for its grandiloquent discourse—in which the lyrical expression is, nevertheless,

dramatic in essence. The arrangement ofvoices continuously staged in the poem

brings it closer to the Browning monologue. This occurs when the author em-

ploys historical figures that assume the role of speaker and arouse the revision

ofpast events through the outflow ofemotions, even when the first person sin-

gular is not used. Because the reference in the title to these characters releases the

multiplicity ofvoices that represent ghosts from a glorious past, the characters

then enter the discourse of the poem and have a dialogue among themselves.

Therefore, throughout Mensacjem, both the dissolution of the unity of the

speaker, presented in the diversity ofpersonae evoked in the work, and the sta-

bility ofliterary genres is articulated in so far as the epic element is added to the

dramatization of the lyrical expression proposed. This articulation thus high-

lights the reconciliation ofthe convergence ofpoetry and drama also desired by

Browning. From this perspective, the one collection ofverses published by Pes-

soa in Portuguese can be read as a materialization of his literary project, which,

among other factors, is based on a dynamic approach to and detachment from

tradition.
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